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Attn: Complaints Eib,

After brief consultations with our organizations involved we choose to
challenge the Barro Blanco Hydroelectric project by the EIB's
complaint mechanism. Our main concern is that EIB not finance such
project for Human Rights Violations cited in our comments and the
addditionality aspects ; At present there are MORE than 100
hydroelectric projects under study or in different phases of
construction and operation, the majority in the province of Chiriqui.
Clearly there is a SUPERAVIT energy production at present. There are
Aeolic projects being promoted which are less harmful  for the
communities Therefore we do not consider this project to be
indispensable.  It will create more harm than benefits.

Truly Yours:
Oscar Sogandares G

The POC's of this complaint are myself:
Mr. Oscar Sogandares G. (ASAMCHI)

Ms. Berediana Rodriguez (Movement M-10 Tabasara)

Mr. Osvaldo Jordan (ACD)
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From: ASAMCHI <asambiech@gmail.com>
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To: info@eib.org
Cc: complaints@eib.org, press@eib.org, investor.relations@eib.org
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ALIANZA PARA LA CONSERVACIÓN Y EL DESARROLLO


COMMENTARIES ON THE VALIDATION OF THE HYDROELECTRIC


PROJECT BARRO BLANCO, REPUBLIC OF PANAMA


The Alliance for Conservation and Development (ACD) ratifies its position expressed in
the commentaries that we sent last year  in relation to the validation of the Barro Blanco
project on the part of AENOR, and as much laments that the promoter of the project as
the Government of Panama would seem to be abusing the validation system of the CDM
when retiring and to return to present a project that already had been put previously under
a validation process.  This practice seems irregular and would seem to us to indicate an
excessive interest of the promoter to capitalize over what should be instead an
international mechanism for the reduction of  greenhouse gas emmissions.  Also, we
lamented the interest of the European Investment Bank (EIB) to finance a project that
seemed not to satisfy the additionality requirement and that in addition, has been implied
in the violation of human rights of the Ngöbe population and peasants of the Republic of
Panama.


1. The reasons that motivated the provisional suspension of the hydroelectric project
Tabasara II on the part of the Supreme Court of Justice subsist in the hydroelectric
project Barro Blanco and have been agravated by the adoption of norms considered
violatory to human rights on the part of international organisms of human rights.


As it were expressed in the previous commentaries, in the year 2000 the Supreme Court
of Justice of the Republic of Panama among others ordered the provisional suspension of
the hydroelectric project Tabasará II arguing considerations that were not taken into
account the articles 63, 99 and 102 of the General Environment Law (Law 41 of
1998) that "bear relation to the participation and assent that is precise to obtain from the
indigenous communities".1   As it is of your knowledge, the PDD that tried to be
validated the past year not even made reference to the rights of the indigenous
communities affected by the project, which involves an additional and different body of
regulations to which it would be used for areas noninhabited by natives. Indeed, aside
from the consultations realized with the local authorities, the Law 10 of 1997 that creates
the Ngöbe-Buglé Indigenous Region, demands the approval of the local authorities for
the accomplishment of any project of development.


The new PDD of the project also reiterates that expressed in the previous validation of
which according to the surveys around 50% of the population  are against the
construction of the hydroelectric.  Although an explanatory note is introduced arguing
that this position had varied, proofs are not submitted to sustain such affirmation that
does not agree with the information that we have received over which in truth is
happening in the area.  Although the promotional company has obtained the decided
endorsement of important indigenous leaders that were previously opposed to the project,


                                                
1 6th of December of 2000 Sentence.
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this does not reflect the general opinion of the population nor as much satisfies the
requirements with consultation at national level as international.


The recent report of the Special Relator of the United Nations on the Situation of the
Human Rights and the Fundamental Liberties of the Natives, James Anaya, who visited
Panama in the month of January to evaluate the situation of the hydroelectric project
Chan 75 located in the Ngöbe Territory of the Changuinola River, explains the intentions
and the reaches of the processes of consultation with the indigenous people.  Making
reference to articles 10, 19 and 32 of the Declaration of the United Nations on the
Indigenous People, Mr. Anaya maintains that:


"20.  The State of Panama voted in favor of the adoption of the Declaration of the United
Nations on the rights of the indigenous people, thus demonstrating its commitment with
the norms of free determination, consultation and prior consent, free and informed
contained in her.  The consent and consultation principles aspire to promote the mutual
understanding and the consensus in the decision making.  The requirement of previous
consultation tries to avoid the imposition of a decision that can affect in significant way
the lives of persons and the indigenous people, in accordance with the right to free
determination that also is protected in the own Declaration.  In addition, the experience at
world-wide level demonstrates that generally the evacuations or displacements of people
brought about by the development projects present serious implications for an ample set
of human rights.  These implications are greater for the indigenous people, that generally
maintain bonds of deep cultural meaning with the land where they live."


In spite of the legal precedents of Tabasara I and Chan 75, the State through the National
Authority of Environment (ANAM) has reiterated in the case of Barro Blanco the
unfortunate and obviously violatory principle of human rights of which "the Promoter is


responsible legal and financially of the process of negotiation, relocation and


indemnization of those affected by the development of the project" (4 Article
Numeral 19)2.   In relation to this principle, the report of Mr. Anaya establishes that:


"35.  In the scope of the international rights, the State is the one responsible to assure the
effective measures necessary of settlement and mitigation, as well as to carry out the
process of consultation with the affected communities to define those measures" the
Special Relator observes that the delegation of the responsibility to carry out the
reinstallation process to the company presents a fundamental problem, insofar as this is
one of the parts in the negotiations with lucrative interests in the results of the
consultations with them and the transfer of the communities".


                                                
2 The hydroelectric project Chan 75 has been challenged at national and international level of violation of
indigenous rights to the Land and free and informed prior consent.  The interposed legal resources at the
national level include a resource of protective guarantees (21 of December of 2007) and a lawsuit of
administrative invalidity.  Also, a request has appeared before the Inter-American Commission of Human
Rights (CIDH), and reports of the Defensoria of the People (March of 2009) and of the Special Relator of
Indigenous Peoples of the United Nations (May of 2009) confirm that violations to human rights have
existed.
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It is worthy to point out that the past 17th of June, the Inter-American Commission of
Human Rights (CIDH) asked for the provisional suspension of the construction of the
hydroelectric project Chan 75 "with the purpose to avoid irreparable damages to the right
of property and the security of the indigenous  Ngöbe people seated in the province of
Bocas del Toro".  Since it has been expressed in this writing, these same principles are
valid for the hydroelectric project Barro Blanco in relation to the norms established by
the State for the approval of the project and the accomplishment of the involuntary
reinstallation of the indigenous population.


2. As Designated National Authority, the National Authority of Environment (ANAM)
has incurred in conflicts of interests that jeopardize the independence of this
institution to guarantee projects of the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM).


As we expressed in our commentaries for the previous validation of the PDD of the
project Barro Blanco, the National Authority of Environment (ANAM) has concentrated
the majority of the regulatory functions for the implementation of hydroelectric projects
in Panama, including the granting of concessions of water, the approval of the
evaluations of environmental impact (EIA), and the pursuit and control of mitigation
measures.  In principle, the Designated National Authority should not have to be part in
these processes that also involve the collection of fines and fees for profitting of natural
resources.  However, in Panama the situation has been agravated even more with the de
facto adoption  of a scheme of payments for environmental services that lacks legal
sustenance and suffers from lack of mechanisms of accountability and citizen monitoring
in relation to the destination of these funds.


There does not exist legislation of any sort in the Panamanian legal order that authorizes
the ANAM to administer projects of communitarian development, and much less to
administer funds originating of environmental services.  In addition, the institution lacks
personnel described for the work of social promotion and support that is needed in
indigenous and peasant communities.  To occur the payments for environmental services,
most probably it will be that a high percentage of these funds will end up being used in
administrative expenses at the central level, and the rest will be invested in projects of
development of doubtful effectiveness.  Even worse, is an aberration that the DNA
administers funds that come from the same projects that they guarantee for the Clean
Development Mechanism (CDM).  This promotes corruption in an institution that has
little internal controls and mechanisms of rendering of accounts.  Indeed, during the past
administration (2004-2009), of inexplicable way the ANAM became the main promoter
of hydroelectric projects at national level.


3. The project Barro Blanco does not satisfy the requirement of additionality that is
needed to participate in the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM).
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As we stated in the process of previous validation, and like many other hydroelectric
projects in Panama, Barro Blanco does not fulfill the additionality requirement.  No
security exists of which the most reasonable alternative to the hydroelectric project Barro
Blanco is the construction of a fossil fuel plant, since the Government of Panama has
been actively promoting the construction of projects of Aeolian energy that have a greater
capacity of generation.  In addition, the investment in hydroelectric energy is particularly
profitable in Panama due to the existence of a structure of incentives that does not exist in
any other country of the region.  According to La Prensa of the 1st of October 2008, the
net utility of AES, the main hydroelectric generator in the country, has quadrupled
between the first semesters of 2007 and 2008.


In 2004, the Government of Panama passed a law that created fiscal incentives for the
construction of hydroelectric projects.  Besides this, the hydroelectric generators also
have the possibility of selling in the occasional market at the same price that the
thermoelectrical ones, this way increasing in significant way the margin of gain for an
industry that has of intrinsic manner smaller costs of operation.  On the basis of these
facilities, in the last five years the hydroelectric generators have been looking forth to
export to the Regional Electrical Market of Central America.


For all the reasons before set out, in truth we recommended that the hydroelectric project
Barro Blanco not be validated for the CDM in accordance with the requirements of
additionality and the national and international legislation of human rights.  It would be a
shame that AENOR validated and the EIB financed a project with such characteristics,
and that possibly it would end stuck in legal controversies, and faced with a local
population that is against the construction of dams by questions of principles.








HYDROELECTRIC PROJECT BARRO BLANCO (TABASARÁ)


Presented by Weni Bagama of Movement 10 of April and Jaime Caballero of the


Association of Environmentalists of Chiriqui.


After the privatization of the Institute of Hydraulic Resources and Electrification (IRHE),


the State opened the possibility that private companies could acquire concessions for


energy production.  On the basis of this disposition, Consorcio Tabasará S.A. asked the


Regulating Entity of Public Services (ERSP) for two concessions for electricity


generation of the hydroelectric projects. Tabasará I and Tabasará II, in the districts of


Tolé and Las Palmas of the provinces of Chiriquí and Veraguas, and in annexed areas of


the district of Muna in the Ngöbe-Buglé Indigenous Region.


The Tabasará Partnership I (Consorcio Tabasará I) presented to the National Authority of


Environment (ANAM) the corresponding studies of environmental impact (EIA) that


were put under individual processes of public consultation according to the legislation in


effect.  The inhabitants of the area had scant participation in these processes of


consultation that took quickly to the approval of the EIAs on the part of the ANAM.


Rather they, in response to the unwarranted approval of these EIAs, began to mobilize


themselves in public manifestations and to ask for the support of governmental


institutions as the Defensoria of the People (Ombudsman Office) and the Commission of


Indigenous Affairs of the National Assembly.


In the year 2000, the Attorney Jacinto Cárdenas presented in personal title a lawsuit of


administrative invalidity against the resolution of the ANAM that approved the EIA of


Tabasará II
1
. In December of that year, the Supreme Court of Justice ordered a


provisional suspension of this resolution. Arguing that it did not consider the articles 63,
99 and 102 of the General Environment Law (Law 41 of 1998). That "bears relation to


the participation and assent that is precise to obtain from the indigenous


communities"
2
.Unfortunately, some years later, the Attorney Cardenas presented a


dropping of the claim of the process that was welcomed by the Supreme Court of Justice


the 17 of December of 2002.  To the declarations of the promoters to which they would


begin with the construction of the hydroelectric projects, violent confrontations followed


between the affected and the National Police that resulted in the arrest of 56 natives and


peasants including several minors.
3


After these incidents, the EIAs of both hydroelectric projects continued effective, but


without the Tabasará Partnership (Consorcio Tabasará) coming to the development of the


same.  However, the National Assembly already had approved the Law 18 of 2003 that


created the groups of counties of Llanas and San Juan, and other dispositions among


which was the derogation of articles 63, 96, 98, 101 and 102 of the General Environment


Law.  To not to have ratified the Panamanian State the Agreement 169 of the ILO


                                                          
1
 Resolution ANAM IA-048-2000 of the 1 of February of 2000.


2
 Sentence of 6 of December of 2000.


3
 La Prensa, 4 and 28 of January of 2003; The Critica, 26 and 29 of January of 2003; and El Siglo 26 of


January of 2003.







(International Labor Organization) these articles protected the rights of the indigenous


people to decide on the use of the natural resources in their territories.  Article 101


required the authorization of the competent traditional authorities for the "exploitation


with industrial or commercial aims of the resources located in territories of communities


or indigenous towns".  Whereas the Article 102 that had been mentioned by the Supreme


Court in the provisional suspension of Tabasará II, established that the indigenous


communities "could only be transferred of their regions and reserves, or the land
which they own, by means of their previous consent."


The 16 of January of 2008 the company Generadora del Istmo, S.A. (GENISA) presented


to the ANAM the EIA for the construction and operation of the hydroelectric project


Barro Blanco located in the same area in which was the concession of Tabasará I.  The


corresponding public forum was realized the 8 of February and the report of public


consultation was given to the ANAM the 19 of the same month.  As the ANAM


considered that there was a sufficient consultation for the accomplishment of this project.


This institution approved the EIA of Barro Blanco the 9 of May
4
.   And as in the


hydroelectric project of Chan 75 in Bocas del Toro it established that "the Promoter is
responsible legal and financially of the process of negotiation, relocation and
settlement to the affected ones by the development of project" (4 Article Numeral


19)
5
.   Like in the mentioned project that has been denounced before the Inter-American


Commission of Human rights (CIDH). The project Barro Blanco has received the


endorsement of the ANAM to negotiate certificates of reductions of carbon emissions


(CERs), and at the moment, the promotional company is looking for financing at the


international level for the beginning of works
6
.


                                                          
4
 Resolution ANAM DIEORA IA-332-2008.


5
 the hydroelectric project Chan 75 has been challenged at national and international level by violation of


the indigenous rights to the Earth and the previous consent free and informed.  The interposed legal


resources at national level include a resource of protective guarantees (21 of December of 2007) and a


lawsuit of administrative invalidity.  Also, a request has appeared before the Inter-American Commission


of Human Rights (CIDH). And information of the Defensoria of the People (March of 2009) and of the


Special Relator for Subjects of Indigenous People of the United Nations (May of 2009) they verify that


violations to the human rights have existed.


6
 According to the resolution that approves the EIA, 20% of the funds that is obtained


from the CERs they will be used for the creation of an annual fund for communitarian


support.








REASONS AGAINST THE PH BARRO BLANCO AND ITS FINANCING BY


CER'S


The communities next to the Tabasará river as much as those of Bellavista, Veladero and


Cerro Viejo and in the district of Tolé (in the Province of Chiriquí), as those of Bakama


in the district of Müna (in the indigenous region of Ngöbe Buglé) live intimately


interrelated with Rio Tabasará from time immemorial of the colony.


In these activities take place as agriculture and fishing, as also cattle raising, all of these


vital activities for the economy of the region.  Recently the industry of eco-tourism has


been begun in the indigenous ngöbe buglé region.  And among its main attractions is


found the great Rio Tabasará that has a great historical importance, as much for ngöbes as


for also the veragüenses and chiricanos and since this river takes the name of a famous


cacique ngöbe buglé in the days of the colony. At the moment it marks in certain places


the bordering points between Chiriquí and Veraguas.  These activities would be seen


seriously affected by this hydroelectric Project Barro Blanco that would mark the end of


these activities in this area of the indigenous region. In addition inside the 258,67


hectares of reservoir are numerous cemeteries and pre-Columbian sites of the ethnic


ngöbe buglé group.  So these lands maintain a historical and sacred importance as much


for ngöbes as the national patrimony of the Panamanians.


The presence of a hydroelectric with its corresponding reservoir would be as a strange


presence in the heart of these communities. That would be forced to adopt other activities


perhaps in other faraway sites as in the provincial head towns as David or Santiago,


likewise the capital city of Panama since their passage to the river Tabasará, their main


source of income would be impeded by the presence of such hydroelectric.  Instead of


being a source of wealth as publicly is announced by the company GENISA it would be a


source of poverty for the communities. It would produce a massive exodus from the field


to the city.  Also it would limit the access of the cattle to the river, important activity for


the economy of this region of the country.


The creation of a dam would eliminate the vital use of these lands for the activities of the


communities.  It is certain that this project would not directly produce CO2 during the


generation of electrical energy. The existence of a reservoir of 258,67 hectares would


create an inert water body that would contribute to the decomposition of organic matter


within the dam and instead of reducing greenhouse gas emissions, would increase them.


Since the methane is 100 times more injurious as a greenhouse gas than CO2 itself.  So


these carbon bonds would be ill assigned to a project that instead of reducing the creation


of greenhouse gases would increase them contributing to a greater global heating


(including a fossil generation plants).


As the greater quota of water (90%) or more would be reserved for company GENISA


and hydroelectric generation, leaving only a scant 10% for the "assumed ecological


flow".  The communities would be themselves lacking of the vital liquid and submitted to


a water shortage. The sole presence of a dam would prevent the migration and the natural


life cycle of vital species for the community fish, shrimps, and crabs, as for the natural







environment condemning these species to an inevitable death and extinction.  The fact


that the waters would be also dammed would limit the normal flow of sediments towards


the estuaries and mangrove swamps where they fulfill a vital function for biodiversity


and the life cycle of the species.


The development of these hydroelectric projects also creates uneasiness in the


communities when removing them of their water resource (Tabasará River) to the same,


affecting their quality of life.


----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


RESOLUTION


1. Considering that the fight for the defense of Rio Tabasará has 10 years of struggle on


the part of the population that benefits from the same.


2. That company GENISA looks for the form of financing to destroy a part of the river


Tabasará by means of the hydroelectric project Barro Blanco.


IT RESOLVES


1.  Continue fighting for the defense of the natural integrity of the river Tabasará, from its


birth to its mouth.


2 to solicit from the national and international financial organisms to be suspended all


type of credits to the company GENISA for the development of the PH Barro Blanco.


3. Endorsement in solidary manner to the communities directly affected by the project


and above all to the adjacent areas of the ngöbe buglé indigenous region that are affected


by the hydroelectric project Barro Blanco.


Movement 10 of April of the Tabasará (M-10)


Environmentalist Association of Chiriquí (ASAMCHI)


Given in the city of David 25 July 2009


Province of Chiriquí, Republic of Panama








RIVER TABASARÁ


It is more than a simple hydric affluent.  The Tabasará River is born in the Mountain range of the


Ngöbé-Buglé Region.  Spiritually by faith it receives the name of Sacramento River, its flow is


considered a sacred fountain that protects and gives life or snatches it and punishes with death and


destruction.


For our indigenous towns and peasants it symbolizes the bravery and courage of our first generations


and the reason and strength of the existence of our race in the present and future.


It is acknowledged with the name of Tabasará in honor of the Cacique Tabasará  who directed the tribe


who inhabited this region when the Spanish troops during the conquest of America at blood and


gunpoint robbed the gold which existed freely in nature and that our ancestors used without any greed


to offer to the Gods of the water, the air, the sun and the Earth.


The head of the tribe was persecuted and his refuge was our river, the Sacramento river he hid its


treasures there and offered his life so that the existence of his descendants was conserved who today


conform the Ngöbé-Buglé people and peasants who live and benefit from the sacred waters of the river


that today is known as Tabasará.


It is a historical river of great cultural, spiritual value, of a scenic beauty that nature offers to our people


and humanity itself, it is the secret of life itself contained in its clean and clear waters where one draws


the courage and the resistance of the brave people who fight against the threats that attack it seeking its


destruction.


To conserve the Tabasará River with its natural wealth and its flow intact from its birth to its mouth is


to conserve our means of life, our history, culture and faith.


It is our main and unique water source which stays alive during the dry season (summer) and is used


for agriculture, cattle raising and human consumption.  From her benefit all the neighboring inhabitants


of the provinces of Chiriquí and Veraguas  of which the Tabasará is geographic and political limit.


Our people thrive on subsistence agriculture, the best and most productive soil is on the margins of the


river that would be flooded by the hydroelectric projects, its waters monopolized by the dams, that


would pass to become private property of the concessionary companies, foreign investors, whereas our


way of life will be extinguished.


Determined to defend the life of the present and future generations we demand the governments in


power to eliminate the hydroelectric projects in the Tabasará River under any names or form (at present


Barro Blanco project promoted by the Spanish company Genisa), we claim our right to be respected,


that our lives be valued above the money, ten years of struggle during which we underwent strong


violent acts against the dignity of our people and against the violent human rights repression where


men, women, children and elderly were conducted prisoners in a police truck (La Prensa, January 2003,


La Critica, 26 January 2003, see annex), after being persecuted and arrested during a peaceful protest in


defense of the Tabasará River.


It still resounds in our ears the noisy detonations of the pellets and tear gas within our mountains, and


we did not forget the amount of destruction within our homes that were bombed with tear gases.


Determined to protect the rights to the water and the Earth that gives us to eat we demand to the


international financial institutions that they do not invest their capital in the operation of the Tabasará


River, since its administration, use and conservation are and will be of our people the guarantee of its


existence, when the water runs out, it will have saved its capital to live and to share in common with


the rest of the humanity.


Out with Hydroelectric Projects! No to Dams in Tabasará! Yes to life, to the water and social justice!







The forces of evil advances, Tabasará is victim of the ambition of the millionaires, our people cry out


justice, aid for Tabasará and its people.


Given in the city of David,


24 of November 2009,


Movement 10th of April M-10


Berediana Rodriguez


Secretary General







                     ANNEX:


1. Movimiento_M-10_2003-2005.pdf


2. Movimiento_M10_2007_1.pdf


3. Movimiento_M10_2007_2.pdf


4. Movimiento_M-10_2008.pdf


5. Un_Proyecto_Conflictivo.pdf


6. Destino_Tabasara.pdf


7. Tabasara_Indian_Struggle.pdf


Berediana Rodriguez


Movement 10th of April M-10


Email: M10ABERE@hotmail.com


Cell(507)6-579-7011
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A Conflictive Project: one of the first reports on the proposed 
Tabasara hidroelectric project which would disrupt the native 
communities way of life. La Prensa, 31 October 2000







En esta gestion el Defensor del Pueblo Italo Antonori de 
Panama en esos dias marcho junto a la poblacion opuesto al 
proyecto hidroelectrico


In this act the ombudsman of Panama in those days Italo Antinori 
marched next to the population opposed to the hidroelectric 
project
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We hereby wish to submit to your attention vital documents objecting
the granting of CER's and Banking Credits and for the financing of the
the Hidroelectric Project Barro Blanco promoted by the Spanish company

 (  to be located in the Tabasara River
within the Ngobe Bugle Indigenous region, the provinces of Chiriqui
and Veraguas in the Republic of Panama.
Therefore we attach all vital objections and documentation (in
English) for project Barro Blanco from our organizations concerned
especially from the Indigenous Movement M10 10th of April from the
Tabasara.  Also included is Ambientalistas from Chiriqui and
Asociacion Ambientalista de Chiriqui (ASAMCI) and Alianza para la
Conservacion y el Desarrollo (ACD).

I will procede to attach the corresponding English versions (Please
acces the sites indicated for the Spanish versions).  The
first writing River Tabasara has several PDF annex supporting files
such as newspaper clippings and photographs.  I will not attach these
except the first one Movimiento M10 2003-2005.pdf (and one additional
report) for documentation purposes so not make the mailing very slow.
Therefore I will only
submit the links where we have all of these stored in the internet.

The complete links for all the documents are:

Río Tabasará.pdf
Movimient M10 10th of April Tabasara
http://www.box.net/shared/lbm9ezq74c

River Tabasará.pdf
Movement M10 April 10 Tabasara
http://www.box.net/shared/djb6snn4sq

COMMENTARIES ON THE VALIDATION OF THE HYDROELECTRIC PROJEC…
Alliance for Conservation and Development(ACD)
http://www.box.net/shared/33tsbr4ge5

COMENTARIOS SOBRE LA VALIDACION DEL PROYECTO HIDROELECTRIC…
Alianza para la Conservacion y el Desarrollo (ACD)
http://www.box.net/shared/6nptesfpdl

PROYECTO_HIDROELECTRICO_BARRO_BLANCO
Movimiento M10 10 de Abril Tabasara y Ambientalistas de Chiriqui
http://www.box.net/shared/7sotx5su60

HYDROELECTRIC PROJECT BARRO BLANCO
Movement M10 10th of April Tabasara and Environmentalists of Chiriqui
http://www.box.net/shared/x7kplk8czt

RAZONES EN CONTRA DEL PH BARRO BLANCO Y SU FINANCIAMIENTO …
Movimiento M10 10 de Abril Tabasara y Asociacion Ambientalista de
Chiriqui (ASAMCHI)
http://www.box.net/shared/vxk4crukd5

REASONS AGAINST THE PH BARRO BLANCO AND ITS FINANCING BY C…
Movement M10 10th of April Tabasara and Environmentalist Asociation of
Chiriqui (ASAMCHI)
http://www.box.net/shared/ep5tdl4ztr

Tabasara_Indian_Struggle.pdf

http://www.box.net/shared/lbm9ezq74c
http://www.box.net/shared/djb6snn4sq
http://www.box.net/shared/33tsbr4ge5
http://www.box.net/shared/6nptesfpdl
http://www.box.net/shared/7sotx5su60
http://www.box.net/shared/x7kplk8czt
http://www.box.net/shared/vxk4crukd5
http://www.box.net/shared/ep5tdl4ztr


Movimiento M10 10 de Abril Tabasara
http://www.box.net/shared/vkec5xdb4y

Movimiento_M10_2003-2005.pdf
Movimiento M10 10 de Abril Tabasara
http://www.box.net/shared/1ccbfeyx7k

Movimiento_M10_2007_1.pdf
Movimiento M10 10 de Abril Tabasara
http://www.box.net/shared/xpxadm97to

Movimiento-M10_2007 2.pdf
Movimiento M10 10 de Abril Tabasara
http://www.box.net/shared/x3k7jqnseh

Movimiento_M10_2008.pdf
Movimiento M10 10 de Abril Tabasara
http://www.box.net/shared/v9husrh9ox

To accsess all of these reports,
Tabasara File (with all these records)
http://www.box.net/shared/2zn83nxc9x

Truly Yours:
Oscar Sogandares G

--
ASAMCHI
www.chiriquinatural.com

--
ASAMCHI
www.chiriquinatural.com

http://www.box.net/shared/vkec5xdb4y
http://www.box.net/shared/1ccbfeyx7k
http://www.box.net/shared/xpxadm97to
http://www.box.net/shared/x3k7jqnseh
http://www.box.net/shared/v9husrh9ox
http://www.box.net/shared/2zn83nxc9x



